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Angle-resolved reflectivity of single-domain photonic crystals: Effects of disorder

Juan F. Galisteo Lo`pez* and Willem L. Vos†

Van der Waals–Zeeman Instituut,‡ Universiteit van Amsterdam, Valckenierstraat 65, 1018 XE Amsterdam, The Netherlands
~Received 12 March 2002; published 25 September 2002!

Angle-resolved reflectivity has been measured from single-domain photonic crystals consisting of air
spheres in a TiO2 backbone. Monochromatic beams are focused to a 10mm spot, and kept on the rotation axis
with a precision better than 10mm. We report high reflectivity up to 94% and surface domains as large as
200 mm, with a mosaic spread of63°. The maximum reflectivity at normal incidence agrees well with
theoretical calculations in the scalar-wave approximation, extended to include an extinction length due to
diffuse scattering, that is obtained from independent experiments. The angle-resolved stop bands compare
favorably with previous measurements using coarse beams as well as with prior theoretical calculations.
Inhomogeneous broadening introduced by coarse beams in previous measurements is found to be small. Our
results can only be understood if we assume multiple Bragg diffraction from more than one family of planes
simultaneously to take place.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.036616 PACS number~s!: 42.70.Qs, 42.25.Dd, 42.25.Fx, 81.05.Zx
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I. INTRODUCTION

Following the proposition of the Purcell effect some d
cades ago@1#, it has been suggested that a structure, ca
photonic crystal, can be tailored such that an excited a
placed inside would experience an inhibition of spontane
emission@2#. A photonic crystal is a three-dimensional~3D!
dielectric composite in which the refractive index is mod
lated with a periodicity of the order of the wavelength
light @2–4#. In such structures Bragg diffraction will forbid
certain range of frequencies to propagate for each direc
of propagation. The extent of this forbidden range, known
stop gap, is dependent on the strength of interaction of l
with the crystal, gauged by the polarizability per volume
the scatters that increases with the refractive index con
@5#. The center frequency of the stop gap will depend on
lattice spacing, in qualitative accordance with Bragg’s l
@6#. For a sufficiently strong photonic interaction and suita
crystal structures, stop gaps can overlap for every direc
of propagation leading to a range of frequencies for wh
light will not be allowed to propagate independent of dire
tion, a photonic band gap. Driven by the important implic
tions from the point of view of fundamental physics such
inhibition of spontaneous emission and localization of lig
@2–4#, but also from the possibility of developing applic
tions based on these structures@7–9#, there is currently a
large effort being carried out to fabricate the appropri
structure and also to understand the intricate ways in wh
light interacts with these structures.

When using white light to measure reflectivity from
photonic crystal, a stop gap will manifest as a peak in
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reflected spectrum containing those frequencies that ca
propagate inside the crystal. These measurements will s
a cross section of the electromagnetic dispersion relation
the crystal for a certain direction of propagation. On t
other hand, if reflectivity is measured with monochroma
light as a function of angle of incidence, information will b
obtained about the dispersion surfaces, that is, the sectio
constant frequency of the dispersion relations. A compl
characterization requires study of the dispersion relations
all frequencies and directions or wave vectors. For wea
interacting photonic crystals, reflectivity and transmissi
spectra are well described by the dynamical diffracti
theory, which correctly describes photonic effects in x-r
diffraction @10,11#. In the absence of disorder, the width
the diffraction peak is equal to that of the stop gap, a
measures the strength of interaction between crystal and
cident light @5#. The height of the reflectivity peak will de
pend on the thickness of the crystal and the strength of
photonic interaction.

In the case of strongly photonic crystals, comparison w
theory becomes more difficult. In strongly interacting pho
nic crystals, dynamical diffraction theory is not valid an
more, and it remains a challenge for theory to correctly
scribe reflectivity or transmission spectra from finite 3
crystals @2#. Another important challenge for theory is th
fact that experimental spectra are inevitably affected by
presence of disorder. If coarse beams are used to mea
reflectivity, it is likely that more than one domain will b
probed, which can lead to inhomogeneous broadening of
reflectivity spectra@12,13#. If strain is present, each domai
will contribute to the overall reflected spectrum with a pe
centered at a different wavelength, whereas finite size
mains contribute with a broadening@14#, known as Scherrer
broadening in x-ray diffraction@10#. A mosaic spread will
also hinder the interpretation of results. Grain boundar
point defects, unstructured material and other defects in
bulk and on the surface of the samples, see e.g., R
@16,17#, will cause diffuse scattering, diminishing the r
flected intensity, and complicating the test of new theorie

To minimize any spectral or angular features in the refl
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tivity and transmission spectra due to inhomogenous bro
ening, it makes sense to try to probe single domains. This
been demonstrated at normal incidence using white ligh
Vlasov et al. @13,15#. In this paper, we probe the dispersio
surface of photonic crystals that strongly interact with lig
by measuring angle resolved reflectivity on single doma
using monochromatic laser sources. In doing so, the eff
of strain and mosaic spread are reduced, and the effec
mosaic spread and finite size are quantified. The effect
diffuse scattering are modeled by a small imaginary com
nent of the dielectric function.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Three la
beams with frequencies of 633, 850, and 1064 nm are o
lapped by a collection of beam splitters and modulated b
chopper. A telescope expands the beam which is then
cused onto the sample. In order to combine a narrow fo
spot of 10mm with a small angular aperture of 4° full angl
we used microscope objectives with a focal length of 7
cm and a numerical aperture of 0.05 for both focusing a
detection. The sample lies on thea rotation stage, wherea is
the angle between the incident beam and the normal to
surface of the sample~Fig. 1!. The detection system consis
ing of a microscope objective and a diode detector is pla
on a separate 2u stage, with the same rotation axis asa; 2u
is defined as the angle between the incident and the
fracted beams. Due to physical limitations imposed by
size of the objective holders, the angular range of collect
is reduced to the interval 20°<2u<120°. An additional
beam splitter is located before the focusing objective to
low for normal incidence collection at 2u5180°.

The samples studied consist of a periodicfcc array of air
holes in a TiO2 matrix @16,17#. Several are the same as th
ones in references@12,18,19#. We have employed samples o
lattice parameters 84765 and 477614 nm with several

FIG. 1. Scheme of the experimental setup. Beams from la
L1,2,3 ~633, 850, and 1064 nm! are overlapped by beam splitte
~BS!. The resulting beam passes through a chopper~C! that is con-
nected to a lock-in amplifier, and is expanded by a telescope~T!.
The microscope objective O1 focuses and O2 collects the diffracted
light. In the inset,a and 2u are defined as the angles that t
incident beam forms with the normal to the surface and the
fracted beam, respectively.
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wavelengths in order to measure reflectivity over a w
spectral range in terms of the relative frequencya/l, where
a is the lattice parameter andl is the wavelength of light.
For the samples and wavelengths used, we achieved va
of a/l50.75460.002, 0.79660.005, and 0.99660.006.
For these values, we will probe inside the stop gap associ
with the ~111! Bragg diffraction, centered ata/l50.73 at
normal incidence, as well as below and above the cente
the avoided crossing of multiple Bragg diffraction ata/l
50.85 @18#. For fcc photonic crystals band degeneracy c
take place near theU point, narrowing the stop gap fo
p-polarized light@20#. In order to avoid this,s-polarized light
has been used in all our measurements.

III. RESULTS

We have measured reflectivity for different orientationsa
of the sample while maintaining the detector at a fixed po
tion 2u chosen so that the wavelength used is inside the s
gap for that orientation. By doing this we obtain informatio
about the orientation of the different domains constituting
surface. Domains with different orientations will show r
flectivity maxima centered at different sample orientatio
We have measured reflectivity systematically in this w
over the whole surface of the crystals, dividing the surface
a two dimensional grid consisting of points equidistant
200 mm. In Fig. 2 normal incidence reflectivity results a
shown for a sample with a lattice parametera5477 nm
~sample 24126) using a wavelengthl5633 nm, which for
this sample is contained in theL gap, that is, the stop gap fo
incidence normal to the~111! family of lattice planes. We
observe three curves corresponding to measurements
on three different domains. Each curve shows an ang
aperture equal to that of the reference measurement ca
out with the mirror. Reflectivity as high as 94% has be
found, confirming that good quality single crystals are be
probed. From the position of the peaks, a mosaic sprea
62° can be deduced. Similar measurements were carried
for a sample with a lattice parameter of 847 nm~sample
42626) at a wavelength of 1064 nm, only thata was in-
creased to 30° in order to be in the center of the stop ga
reflectivity up to 77% and a mosaic spread of63° were
recorded. In both sets of measurements, domains as larg
L5200 mm were found, by selecting two points from th

rs

f-

FIG. 2. Reflectivity for a/l50.75460.002 (a5477614 nm,
l5633 nm, sample 24126), measured as a function ofa at dif-
ferent points on the sample surface. The 2u detection stage remain
fixed at normal incidence (2u5180°).
6-2
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ANGLE-RESOLVED REFLECTIVITY OF SINGLE- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 036616 ~2002!
grid with the same orientation, repeating the measurem
for intermediate points, and observing high reflectivities. T
resulting Scherrer broadening as a result of finite size is
timated to be abouta/(A3L)51/400, which is only a smal
perturbation to the much broader widths of the photonic g
@12#.

In coarse beam experiments, the small mosaic spread
served would mean an inhomogeneous broadening of
than 15 cm21 at normal incidence, increasing to a peak va
of 344 cm21 for an anglea560°. These values of the
broadening are small when compared with the widths of
peaks for those angles, 1004 cm21 and 3795 cm21, repre-
senting a relative broadening of only 1.5% and 8%, resp
tively @12#.

When trying to measure single domain angle resolved
flectivity, the beam must be carefully aligned with the ro
tion axis. Any misalignment will cause a translation of t
region of the sample exposed to the beams, as well as b
ing it out of focus as the sample is rotated. We found that
detection optics on the 2u stage must be carefully counte
weighted to avoid tilting of the rotation axis which als
moves the sample out of focus. The counterweight proces
done by observing the diffraction pattern of a 10mm thick
tungsten wire located at the sample holder as the 2u stage is
rotated. The evolution of the pattern is observed for differ
positions of the counterweight. An alignment is achiev
such that the wire moves less than 10mm from its original
position over the whole angular range as is shown in Fig
This result shows that it is feasible to carry out angle
solved scans on objects, including single crystals, of 10mm
dimensions.

For the sample witha5847 nm, angle resolved reflectiv
ity measurements were carried out for the frequenciesa/l
50.796 and 0.996. The results are shown in Fig. 4. T
excluded angular range is indicated as a crossed block.
see peaks that correspond to those directions where the
gap contains the frequencies used. Fora/l50.796 we ob-
serve a peak centered ata530° and showing a half width a
half maximum of 13.2°, and a reflectivity of 77%. The pe
associated toa/l50.996 is centered ata554° and has a
half width at half maximum of 10° and up to 39% reflecti
ity. The shape of the peaks deviate from the flat-top predic
for perfect crystals by the dynamical diffraction theory.
this theory the rounded top shown by our peaks is associ
with extinction, which in our case can only come from d

FIG. 3. Measured position of the rotation center of thea stage
as a function of the angle rotated by the 2u stage~circles, connected
by lines!. An overall change of less than 10mm is observed.
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fuse scattering by defects, since for the range of wavelen
that we are using TiO2 does not absorb@17#. We can also see
that as the reflectivity peak appears for larger angles,
reflected intensity decreases. This cannot come from
misalignment of the beam with respect to the rotation cen
since in the reference measurements taken with the mirro
signal constant within 5% was recorded at all angles. I
conceivable that diffracted energy is carried away by m
tiple Bragg diffraction discussed below, which warrants fu
ther study.

To obtain the range where stop gaps are present, we h
used the heuristic but reliable criterion@5# that the full width
at half maximum of a reflectivity peak corresponds to a s
gap. Data obtained in this way are plotted in Fig. 5. T
single point at normal incidence corresponds to the meas
ments done at relative frequencya/l50.754, see Fig. 3. The
hatched line ata/l50.796 is our estimation of the fractio
of the stop gap falling within the forbidden angular range.
a/l50.996 two peaks centered at different angles were
tained in separate domains, probably due to strain. Mo
spread is not likely to be the reason for these two pea
since each domain was properly oriented with respect to
incident beam by measurements similar to those shown
Fig. 3. The peaks are plotted together with error bars in
cating the uncertainty in the width.

The triangles in Fig. 5 indicate previous measureme
with coarse beams@12,18,19#. For the relative frequency
a/l50.796, a good agreement is observed between prev
and present measurements. Ata/l50.996, the results ob

FIG. 4. Angle-resolved reflectivity on sample 42626 (a
5847 nm) for a/l50.796 ~solid circles:l51064 nm) anda/l
50.996~open squares:l5850 nm) as a function ofa. The collec-
tion is done at 2u518022a for every a. The hatched rectangle
indicates the excluded angular region due to physical limitation
the setup.

FIG. 5. Comparison of present angle-resolved measurem
~horizontal lines! with previous measurements using coarse bea
~open symbols! and theoretical predictions~drawn curves!.
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JUAN F. GALISTEO LÒPEZ AND WILLEM L. VOS PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 036616 ~2002!
tained with coarse beams show a broader stop gap than
obtained with a focussed beam. A reason for this devia
could be that for measurements with focussed beams, a
alignment is carried out for each domain as described ab
in order to avoid any inhomogeneous broadening due to
saic spread. But for the case of coarse beams many dom
are probed simultaneously, making it impossible to real
each of them and therefore introducing inhomogene
broadening, which for this angular range can reach value
to 8% in frequency as discussed above.

The drawn curves in Fig. 5 are dispersion relations cal
lated with the plane wave expansion using a dielectric mo
described in Refs.@18# and @19#. For normal incidences this
model reveals diffraction by only the~111! family of planes
taking place. As the angle of incidence increases we m
along the surface of the Brillouin zone in reciprocal spa
As we reach theU point, diffraction from the~111! and~200!
families of planes will take place simultaneously resulting
band repulsion of Bloch states@18#. The fact that many
waves couple, will cause a deviation of the dispersion re
tion from simple Bragg behavior, thereby flattening the ph
tonic bands, a requirement for the formation of a photo
band gap. As shown in Fig. 5, the relative frequencies
have used in our experiments fall above and below
avoided crossing, and show good agreement with the ca
lated bands. Any attempt to explain similar results with
model based on simple Bragg diffraction will therefore le
to systematic errors.

IV. INTERPRETATION

To theoretically interpret our results at normal inciden
we have performed calculations using the so-called sca
wave approximation, that is, using the plane-wave expan
in the E-field formulation and retaining only two reciproca
lattice vectors, similar to Refs.@21,22#. We have extended
the model to include extinction as a result of scattering fr
crystal imperfections. The two reciprocal lattice vectors c
respond to the incident wavehkl5000, and the diffracted
wave hkl5111. The Fourier components of the dielect
function are derived from the model described in Re
@18,19#, that accurately mimic the structure of our crysta
and whose dispersion relations agree well with reflectiv
experiments. We take extinction due to diffuse scattering
for instance point defects and grain boundaries into acco
by a complex component of the average dielectric cons
of the crystale9(000), which corresponds to a uniform e
tinction throughout the crystal. Note that this is differe
from the situation in x-ray diffraction, where absorption c
only be present at the positions of atoms, and the extinc
is thus spatially modulated@10,11#. Figure 6~inset! shows a
calculated reflectivity curve as a function of frequen
While we have not measured such a frequency depend
~see e.g., Refs.@13,15#!, we can nevertheless compare t
reflectivity measured at normal incidence to the maxim
Rmax of the calculated peak. The dashed curve in Fig
showsRmax as a function of the number of lattice planes
the absence of extinction, that is, with a purely reale8(000).
It is seen thatRmax strongly increases, with a Bragg length
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about seven layers whereRmax;12(1/e), before saturating
at near unity for more than 20 planes. The solid curve in F
6 showsRmax for a 40-plane crystal as a function of th
extinction lengthl ext , expressed in the number of layers. It
seen that the maximum reflectivity increases with extinct
length. From the difference betweenRmax versus structure
thickness in otherwise perfect crystals~dashed! and Rmax
versusl ext ~drawn!, it is obvious that reflectivity in presenc
of extinctioncannotbe simply regarded as reflectivity from
crystal with finite thickness. For anl ext between 65 and 170
planes, we obtain a maximum reflectivity of 9463% as ob-
served in the present experiment~Fig. 2!. Such an extinction
length compares favorably with mean free paths of 10
20 mm or 60 layers, that were measured earlier by Koe
derink et al. @23#. The extinction length corresponds to
small ratio between the imaginary and real components
the dielectric function ofe9(000)/e8(000)50.0035. It is in-
teresting to consider how long an extinction length is
quired to obtain a maximum reflectivity of 99.99%, that
necessary for mirrors surrounding high-Q cavities@24#. For a
crystal with a thickness larger than 20 layers, the calcula
l ext to obtain such a reflectivity is of the order of 104 layers,
which would require considerable improvements of all c
rent fabrication techniques@5#.

It is also interesting to note that a complexe9(000) has
been used for two-dimensional photonic crystal slabs by
nisty et al., to describe the results of out-of-plane losses@25#.
In their case, a ratioe9(000)/e8(000) of 0.11 was found. In
the light of the paucity of similar results, we conclude th
extinction is a seriously underestimated issue in photo
crystal research, which requires much more attention prio
considering applications.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured angle-resolved reflectivity with la
beams focussed to within single domains. Special care
been taken to assure an alignment of the waist of the b
with the axis of rotation to a precision of 10mm. This tech-
nique proves valid to carry out reflectivity measurements
samples of 10mm in dimensions. We have observed hig
reflectivities up to 94% at normal incidence. This value d

FIG. 6. The dotted line shows the maximum reflected intens
Rmax as a function of the crystal thickness. The solid line represe
the increase ofRmax with the extinction lengthl ext , for a 40-layer-
thick crystal. Error bars indicate thel ext range that accounts for th
reflectivity we observe experimentally. Inset: calculated reflectiv
spectrum at normal incidence for a crystal in the presence of
tinction.
6-4
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creases for larger angles of incidence, a behavior not un
stood at this time. Evidence has been found for small in
mogeneous broadening present in previous measurem
with coarse beams, due to the presence of a mosaic spre
6 3°, and finite size effects are found to be less than ab
1/400. This technique opens an exciting opportunity to stu
light propagation in a photonic single crystal for any dire
tion through the determination of the group velocity and
group velocity dispersion using pulsed laser beams, wh
has only been done for normal incidence@26,27#. With suit-
able tunable laser sources, this method proves ideal to f
characterize dispersions surfaces of any photonic cry
These measurements have given us valuablein situ informa-
ry
th

d
e
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T
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tion about the structure of the surface of our crystals, wh
complements that obtained from optical and scanning e
tron microscopy.
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